Business Sustainability through Predictable
Digital and Business Transformation

PCG EXPANDS LEADERSHIP TEAM WITH TWO SEASONED
ENTERPRISE APPLICATION AND NETSUITE LEADERS
SCOTTSDALE, AZ ((BUSINESSWIRE) — PCG, the leading business sustainability and resiliency consulting and implementation
company, today announced the addition of David Gustovich and Ken Staresinic as Vice Presidents.
“I am excited to welcome Dave and Ken to PCG's management team . Each has led highly effective teams at enterprise applications
companies, as well as founding and selling their own, leading-edge IoT company, to Oracle, NetSuite,” said Sylvain Thauvette,
Managing Partner at PCG. “Together, they’re the right addition at the right time to increase PCG’s industry, customer and
partnership success.”
David Gustovich is an accomplished executive leader, strategic business builder and growth driver with over 35 years of diverse
selling, software and business experience. Most recently, Dave has been the Area Vice President, Global Manufacturing and Supply
Chain for Oracle, NetSuite. Dave founded IQity Solutions, LLC, a leading cloud-based manufacturing software company, culminating
in a 2016 acquisition by NetSuite, Inc. The IQity products were rebranded as NetSuite Advanced Manufacturing, Mobile
Manufacturing and Quality Management.
Ken Staresinic is a highly experienced leader in driving operational excellence and value delivery that generates revenue growth and
profitability. For over 30 years, Ken has led numerous operational teams across varied industries, solving supply chain issues like
materials planning, manufacturing and technology alignment and adoption. Ken joins PCG from Oracle, NetSuite where he was the
Director, Supply Chain Center of Excellence and Director, Consulting Services for Advanced Manufacturing. Ken was also a cofounder and Senior Vice President of IQity Solutions.
“As we continue to lead our industry, expanding our leadership team with entrepreneurial, technology, manufacturing and executive
leadership experience is critical,” said Adam Combs, President of PCG. “Dave and Ken are powerful additions to PCG that will directly
accelerate our portfolio of unique solutions while helping our customers unlock the full potential of the NetSuite ERP solution
platform.”
“PCG is a two-time winner of Oracle NetSuite’s Manufacturing Partner of the Year,” said Gustovich. “I’m excited to join a team that
has consistently led in creating sustainable and resilient manufacturing and distribution companies on NetSuite. I know first-hand
the value of the solutions they deliver and I believe there are tremendous opportunities to drive even greater market and customer
solution value.”
“PCG is a trusted company that brings business sustainability and resiliency to manufacturing and distribution companies around the
world,” said Staresinic. “I look forward to building on that strong foundation to drive PCG even deeper into Industry 4.0 and IoT
customer success while filling solution gaps with innovative, leading-edge apps.”
#
About PCG
PCG is the trusted provider of tailored end-to-end IT solutions that consistently and predictably deliver business sustainability and
resiliency for manufacturers and distributors. PCG is a company built on relationships, partnerships and bringing technical expertise
and proven resource capability—from the back office to edge apps and the cloud. PCG has over 400 successful ERP implementations
around the world.
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